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ABSTRACT

The paper is devoted to the stereological estimation of length and surface area in anisotropic
structures. Statistical properties of various estimators are investigated. The relation between
estimators based on projections and intersections is studied. Finally an implementation of some
estimators in image analysis is described. The paper is partly a review of recent results and is
presented in a condensed way. The details including mathematical proofs can be found in the
referenced papers.
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INTRODUCTION

The paper presents a review of results concerning the statistical properties investigation of
intensity estimators ofstationary anisotropic random fibre and surface processes in Rd. Basically,
four sampling schemes are included for the estimation as classified in the following table.

Table 1. Classification of sampling schemes for fibre and surface processes.

direct probes I indirect probes
fibres total projection on R1 total projection on Rd_1
surfaces total projection on Rd” intersection with hyperplane

By projection we always mean the total projection, i.e. measuring multiplicities of objects
overlapping by projection. Direct probes are followed by an immediate measurement while
indirect probes transform the process only and new probes should be appl.ied after it.
In the first two sections various known estimators are defined by means of the projection mea-
sure and their unbiasedness, consistency and efficiency are studied by methods developed in
Ohser(1991), Benes et al.(1994), Benes(l995), Benes at al.(1995). Explicit formulas for vari-
ances are obtained for Boolean models (Krejcif and Benes, I995).
In practical stereological work the total projection is approximated by means of counting the
intersection number between the structure and probe. In section 3 this situation is described
in two ways (Chadoeuf and Benes, 1994). First the difference between variances of estimators
based on projection and intersection measure can be evaluated. Secondly the variance of the












